From: Gary S Gevisser
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2008 2:39 PM PT
To: 60m@cbsnews.com
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Andes Abril - US Holocaust Memorial Museum Mid-Atlantic Regional Director; American Civil Liberties Union [ACLU]; Allie Meyer - WHY WE FIGHT!; Fred D'Ambrosi – News Director KFMB TV - CBS; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Michael Kosakowski; Leah Brandon - KFI 640 AM; Laurie Black - Strategic Partners with Southwest Strategies, Steve Alexander Group,; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefeller - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South Africa; David "Poli" Pollak - Co-Chair of the NY "demoratic" [sic] party; Joseph Steinberg - President of Luecadia National Corporation; Jonny NORRIS; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Jonny Gevisser; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Dr. Laura Family; drudge@drudgereport.com; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Hilton Wolman - Vocal Gay elder brother of Merrick "crap talking" Wolman - Nephews of Sol "DAAC Gambling Czar" Kersner; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Dick Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; W. Delport; Vicky Schiff - co-Managing Director of Wetherly Capital Group; Eric J. Fry; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The It aka The COW's boyfriend; George Hurst Esq. - Lawyer-liar for Dr. John Ben Stewart aka Sperm Donor; editor@shanghaidaily.com; Guy De Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley; Jay McMichael - CNN photojournalist; Thabo Mvuelymbe Mbeki - President of South Africa; Tefo Mohapi; david.altman; Mathew Margo Esq. - 60 Minutes Attorney - son of South African Judge Margo who in 1949 developed the "blueprint" for the Israeli Air Force; Mossad; United States Justice Department; jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; President@whitehouse.gov
Subject: MADD - private ownership of land.

Go to page 17 of www.NEXTtraterresTRIAL.com and notice how difficult it is to read the article below that has you typing the appropriate verbiage in an Internet Search Engine like Google. Now read carefully Ms. Dempster’s article and you shouldn’t have much difficulty drawing the connecting dots with the leaders of the Jewish Underground operating throughout the world but most importantly in US Government controlled Apartheid South Africa having to be more concerned with the extermination of Israel through poisons than the US out-of-control Military-Industrial-Complex orchestrating a nuclear attack on the Jewish homeland that the US Government in 1948 didn’t think would survive more than a few hours; not to mention that in 1995 when I was visiting back in South Africa with my uncle David Gevisser, the American figurehead of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel in 1995, Dr. Death "was re-employed by the South African National Defence Force on the basis that
unless he was kept ‘onboard’, there could be no assurances ‘how he would use the knowledge he had acquired’”. Click on this hyperlink taking you to my account of that rather important meeting between myself and my uncle when I was offered for the second time the opportunity to take over from him; bearing in mind that David Gevisser as well as all his sons including journalist-author Mark Gevisser who recently penned corrupt South African President Thabo Mbeki’s autobiography, are still very much alive, and of course should all be hauled including Thabo Mbeki before the utterly nonsense and totally corrupt United States Congress to explain first and foremost where David Gevisser first invested the US$6 million he received in early 1971 following the Mossad approved and financed assassination of the evil 54 year old American Charles Engelhard, laid to rest at St. Mary’s Abbey Church, Morris Town, two words, New Jersey with Charles Engelhard’s most corrupt United States of America’s politicians, Senator Ted Kennedy, former President Lyndon Johnson and Vice President Humphrey forced to show their faces at the graveside. And when you have finished realizing how Dr. Basson’s wide-eyed look resembles what you see when looking in the mirror, then read the 278 word email I sent the MADD folks.

Friday, 12 April, 2002, 16:35 GMT 17:35 UK

**Revenge of South Africa’s 'Dr Death'**

Dr Basson lashed out at the Truth Commission

**By the BBC’s Carolyn Dempster**

Johannesburg

The man South Africa's media dubbed "Dr Death" was relaxed and smiling as he addressed reporters for the first time on Friday.

After an unremitting 30 months in the dock, Dr Wouter Basson was a free man.

In a wry comment on the wrongness of his trial, he said the R40 million ($4 million) the state had spent prosecuting him could have been better spent paying for and providing the anti-Aids drug Nevirapine to HIV positive pregnant mothers.

It was a painful twist of the knife for the state which has not yet conceded defeat in the legal battle and aims to appeal against the verdict.
A spokesman for the ruling African National Congress has described the verdict as an "outrage".

**Prejudice**

Dr Basson was head of "Operation Coast", the apartheid government’s secret biological and chemical warfare programme.

Many of the original charges against him emerged from testimony to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in its last months in 1996.

Witnesses testified to a catalogue of killing methods ranging from the grotesque to the horrific:

- "Operation Coast" sought to create "smart" poisons, which would only affect blacks, and hoarded enough cholera and anthrax to start epidemics.
- Naked black men were tied to trees, smeared with a poisonous gel and left overnight to see if they would die. When the experiment failed, they were put to death with injections of muscle relaxants.
- Weapon ideas included sugar laced with salmonella, cigarettes with anthrax, chocolates with botulism and whisky with herbicide.

Dr Basson grudgingly appeared before the commission, saying any evidence he gave there might prejudice his court case.

On Friday, he lashed out at the Truth and Reconciliation Commission:

"The verdict, I think, must to a large extent cast a little bit of doubt on the process.

"We've now shown that a lot of what was said there was conjecture, rumour-mongering and people who had motives of their own."

Yet many people whose relatives died at the hands of the apartheid government will not find it so easy to simply forgive and forget.

What they remember is that Dr Basson played a key role in the apartheid machinery, and did not ask for forgiveness, or amnesty, from the Truth Commission.

At the end of the 30-month trial, a number of questions remain unanswered.

**Lock and key**

Investigators from the Public Prosecutor's Office and the Office for Serious Economic Offences spent six years probing Dr Basson's activities.

They summoned 153 witnesses to help unravel the secrets of a programme designed to undermine and eliminate the opponents of apartheid, and to uncover the complex network of front companies that Dr Basson set up around the world.
The question increasingly being asked is: "Why didn't any of the charges stick?".

For a start secrecy still shrouds "Operation Coast".

Classified information on South Africa's biological warfare programme, which it developed with the assistance of British and United States intelligence services, was stored on CD-Rom.

The data was handed over to the incoming government of President Nelson Mandela by outgoing President FW de Klerk in 1994, and remains under lock and key.

Investigators in the case against Dr Basson never had access to the results of the apartheid chemical warfare research programme.

Dr Basson was re-employed by the South African National Defence Force in 1995 on the basis that unless he was kept "onboard", there could be no assurances "how he would use the knowledge he had acquired", the then Deputy Defence Minister Ronnie Kasrils said.

As a serving member of the force, his defence costs of about R10 million was paid for by the state.

Reluctant

In his judgement, Judge Willie Hartzenberg claimed the prosecution had failed to prove, beyond reasonable doubt, that Dr Basson was guilty of the 46 charges against him, including 19 of murder and conspiracy, as well as fraud totalling $5 million.

The picture that did emerge during the trial was that most of the murders in which he was implicated, were committed by agents of the apartheid state's Covert Co-operation Bureau, CCB, a secret unit of apartheid assassins.

What the CCB operatives claimed in court was that although they did the dirty deeds, it was Dr Basson and his team at the Roodeplaat Laboratories who supplied the poisons and the means to deal out death.

Yet Judge Willie Hartzenberg was reluctant to believe the evidence of these men.

At one point he claimed that Dr Basson had been the victim of an unrelenting witchunt, while a "repugnant" person like former military intelligence colonel Johan Theron, who testified that he had played a part in the murder of 200 members of the South West African People's Organisation, Swapo, remained a free man.

It was this attitude, and interventions from the judge that he was "bored to death" with all the documentation, and his refusal to travel to England to hear testimony
from a former British secret agent, which prompted senior state prosecutor Anton Ackermann to accuse him of bias.

**Appeal**

Only 36 days into the trial Mr Ackermann demanded the judge recuse himself from the case.

Judge Hartzenberg refused.

The animosity between the prosecution and the bench increased to the point where Mr Ackermann refused to continue with cross-questioning and left his junior colleague to prosecute the trial.

But the legal battle is not over.

The two sides will lock horns again on 29 April, when the prosecution applies for leave to appeal against the verdict.

[Word count 1309]
Regional agency head suspended after DUI arrest in Martin County


BTW have you ever asked a White South African who lived in a household that employed Black South African slave wage earners during the U.S. backed Apartheid Regime, how “big a problem” the Blacks torn away from their families either to work De Beers’ mines or service the cities promoting most of all the breakdown of the Blacks close knit tribal communities who didn’t have laws protecting the right to private ownership of land that belonged to all the peoples, had with alcoholism that helped fill in during all the “small talk” around the dinner table full of fresh meats, salads, and of course dessert?

Are you increasingly thinking of sharpening your canine teeth to support your advocacy that it must have been God’s will that we be meat eaters or are you thinking more of protecting your conscience and going vegetarian?

Do you think it would help that before young teenagers in the United States get a drivers license they first learn a little about how the current banking system has its roots in the highly anti-competitive market place of South Africa starting out at the turn of the last century when American banks led by J. P. Morgan financed the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel, the price fixers of price fixers as well as the De Beers-Anglo Boer War of 1899-1902 and of course you haven’t forgotten the American led 8 Allied Nations invasion of China?

Also let me know if you didn’t receive your copy of the 420 word email I sent earlier to Elizabeth James of the Dijkstra Agency here in Del Mar.


[Word count 278]